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Abstract
We study the Cauchy–Dirichlet problem for a second-order linear parabolic stochastic di4er-
ential equation in the half-space with a zero-order noise term driven by a cylindrical Brownian
motion. Considering its solution as a function with values in a probability space and using the
methods of deterministic partial di4erential equations, we establish the existence and uniqueness
of a strong solution in H+older classes with weights.
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1. Introduction
We consider a second-order linear parabolic SPDE in the half-space of the type
@tu= 12 a
ij@iju+ bi@iu+ cu− 	u+ f + (hu+ g)W˙ in OT ;
u(t; x) = 0; (t; x)∈ [0; T ]× @O;
u(0; x) = 0; x∈O; (1)
where OT =[0; T ]×O;O={x=(x1; : : : ; xd)∈Rd : xd ¿ 0} and W is a cylindrical Wiener
process in a Hilbert space Y . The summation convention that repeated indices indicate
summation from 1 to d is followed here as it will throughout. The coeAcients aij; bi; c
and f are real-valued functions, aij is deterministic, while h and g are Y -valued. The
matrix A= (aij) is assumed to be symmetric and non-negative.
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An important example of (1) is the Zakai equation (see Zakai, 1969; Rozovskii,
1990) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. It arises in the nonlinear Iltering problem.
Assume that the signal process Xt is a one-dimensional di4usion process deIned by
the Ito equation







where w is a one-dimensional Wiener process and X0 has a density function p∈





where Jw is a Wiener process independent of w: Let =inf{t :Xt ∈ O}. Then, for every
function  ∈C∞0 (O), the optimal mean square estimate for  (Xt∧); t ∈ [0; T ], given the
past of the observations FZt = (Zs; s6 t), is of the form
 ˆ t =
EP˜[ (Xt∧) t |FZt ]
EP˜[ t |FZt ]
;
where  t = exp{
∫ t
0 h(Xs) dZs − 12
∫ t
0 |h(Xs)|2 ds} and dP˜ =  (T )−1 dP. Under some
assumptions one can show that
EP˜[ (Xt∧) t |FZt ] =
∫
v(t; x) (x) dx;
where v(t; x), referred to as the unnormalized Iltering density function, is a solution







dt + hv dZt; t ¿ 0;
v(t; 0) = 0; t ¿ 0;
v(0; x) = p(x):





2u)xx − (bu)x + 12(2p)xx − (bp)x
]
dt + (hu+ hp) dZt;
u(t; 0) = 0; t ¿ 0;
u(0; x) = 0: (2)
Since Z is a Wiener process with respect to P˜, Eq. (2) is obviously a particular case
of (1).
The general Cauchy–Dirichlet problem (the correlated noise case in the nonlinear
Iltering problem) in regular domains of Rd
@tu= 12a
ij@iju+ bi@iu+ cu+ f + (iuxi + hu+ g)W˙ in OT ;
u(t; ·)|@O = 0; t ¿ 0;
u(0; x) = 0 in O; (3)
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has been studied by many authors. When the matrix (aij − 2i · j) is uniformly
non-degenerate there exists a complete theory in L2-spaces (see Pardoux, 1975; Krylov
and Rozovskii, 1977; Rozovskii, 1990; Da Prato and Zabczyk, 1992, and references
therein) and in the weighted Sobolev Lp-spaces (see Krylov and Lototsky, 1999a, b;
Lototsky, 1999).
Eq. (1) in H+older classes was studied Irstly in Margulis (1980) regarding the un-
known function as a deterministic one but taking values in a probability space (see
Rozovskii, 1975, as well). The results in Margulis, 1980, were far from being sharp,
only solutions in C1+# (having one H+older-continuous derivative) were considered.
In this paper we adopt the same point of view and follow the main steps in
Mikulevicius (2000), where the Cauchy problem in H+older classes was considered. Us-
ing the fundamental solution of the heat equation, we represent a solution of (1) in a
convenient form and derive H+older estimates for the equation in weighted H+older spaces
with coeAcients not depending on space variable. Then we obtain apriori Schauder
estimates for the general SPDE. The existence and uniqueness result then follows by
continuity arguments. We show (see Theorem 2 below) that for aij; bi; c∈C#, h∈C1+#,
f from a weighted C#-space and g from a weighted C1+#-space, there exists a unique
strong solution u of (1) in a weighted C2+#-space. The introduction of weighted spaces
is necessary: even if f and g belong to the corresponding H+older spaces without
weights, the second derivative of the solution is not bounded at the boundary and the
weights are needed. The results can be extended for the non-degenerated equation (3)
with a constant . The consideration of the general problem (3) is much harder and
would require H+older spaces with di4erent norm.
2. Notation and the main results
Let Y be a separable Hilbert space with an inner product (·; ·)Y and a norm | · |Y ,
and let ($;F; F;P) be a complete probability space with an increasing right-continuous
Iltration F= (Ft) of -subalgebras of F.
Let Lp($; Y;P) = Lp($; Y;F;P); p∈ [1;∞], be the space of Hilbert space Y -valued
random variables X on a complete probability space ($;F;P) with a Inite norm
|X |p = |X |p;Y =
{
(E|X |pY )1=p if p¡∞;
ess sup! |X (!)|Y if p=∞:
If Y = R we write simply Lp($;P).
Given a subset D ⊆ Rd, denote DT = [0; T ]× D.
Let Bploc(DT ; Y ) be the space of locally bounded Lp($; Y;F;P)-valued F-adapted
functions g on DT , i.e. for each compact subset K ⊂ D
|g|0;p;KT = sup
(t;x)∈KT
(E|g(t; x)|pY )1=p ¡∞
and g(t; x)∈Lp($;Ft ; Y;P) for each t and x.
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Let Bp(DT ; Y ) be the space of functions g∈Bploc(DT ; Y ) such that
|g|0;p = |g|0;p;DT = sup
DT
(E|g(t; x)|pY )1=p ¡∞:
If u is an Lp($; Y;F;P)-valued function on DT , we denote its partial derivatives in
Lp($; Y;F;P)-sense as follows:






@u= @xu= (@1u; : : : ; @du) is the gradient of u with respect to x.
Let Cm;p(DT ; Y ) be the class of all functions g∈Bploc(DT ; Y ) such that g is m times
continuously di4erentiable in x as Lp($; Y;F;P)-valued function and its derivatives in
Lp($; Y;F;P)-sense @kg= @kxg∈Bploc(DT ; Y ) for each k6m}.
Let Cm;p( JDT ; Y ) be the set of functions g in Cm;p(DT ; Y ) all of whose derivatives







Let Cm+#;p( JDT ; Y ); #∈ (0; 1), be the class of all functions g∈Cm;p( JDT ; Y ) with the
Inite norm





|@mg(t; x)− @mg(t; y)|p;Y
|x − y|# :
Denote /(x) = dist (x; @D), d(x) = /(x) ∧ 1, and let us introduce the weighted H+older
spaces.
Let N#;p(DT ; Y ); #∈ (0; 1); be the class of all functions g∈C0;p(DT ; Y ) with the
Inite norm
|g|(#);p;DT = |d1−#g|0;p;DT + [dg]#;p;DT :
Let Sm+#;p(DT ; Y ); m = 1; 2; #∈ (0; 1), be the class of all functions g∈Cm;p(DT ; Y ) ∩
C0;p( JDT ; Y ) with the Inite norm
|g|(m+#);p;DT = |@mg|(#);p;DT + |g|0;p;DT :
If Y = R we omit Y in the deInition of these spaces.
Similarly, let N#;p∗ (DT ; Y ) and S
2+#;p
∗ (DT ; Y ) be the spaces with the norms
|·|∗(#);p;DT and |·|∗(2+#);p;DT deIned by the same formulas as the spaces N#;p(DT ; Y ) and
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S2+#;p(DT ; Y ), respectively, replacing the weight function d(x) by the weight function
/(x), i.e.
|g|∗(#);p;DT = |/1−#g|0;p;DT + [/g]#;p;DT ;
|g|∗(2+#);p;DT = |@2g|∗(#);p;DT + |g|0;p;DT :
The letters C = C(·; : : : ; ·); c= c(·; : : : ; ·) denote constants depending only on quantities
appearing in parentheses. In a given context the same letter will (generally) be used
to denote di4erent constants depending on the same set of arguments.
Let (W; F) be a cylindrical Wiener process in a separable Hilbert space Y , i.e. we
have a family of continuous martingales Wt(v); v∈Y , with the quadratic variation:
〈W (v); W (v′)〉t = t(v; v′)Y ∀v; v′ ∈Y:
If g is an F-adapted Y -valued function such that
∫ t
0 |gs|2Y ds¡∞ P-a.s. for all t, we
can deIne Ito’s stochastic integral
∫ t
0 gs dWs, which is a real-valued local martingale









Let us consider the Cauchy–Dirichlet problem (1). Assume that aij are deterministic
measurable locally bounded functions on JOT , the matrix a=(aij) is symmetric, bi; c are
L∞($;P)-valued, F-adapted locally bounded functions on OT ; 	¿ 0; f∈Bploc(OT ), h is
L∞($; Y;P)-valued F-adapted locally bounded function on DT ,. and g∈Bploc( JOT ; Y ).
Denition 1. We say that (1) holds for u∈C2;p(OT ) or u is a solution of (1) if u is




[1=2aij(s; x)@iju(s; x) + bi(s; x)@iu(s; x) + c(s; x)u(s; x)
− 	u(s; x) + f(s; x)] ds+
∫ t
0
[h(s; x)u(s; x) + g(s; x)] dWs;
and u(t; x) = 0 P-a.s. for each t ∈ [0; T ] and x∈ @O.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2. Assume that the coe2cients of (1) satisfy the
following conditions:
(i) there exists a constant K ¿ 0 such that for each (t; x)∈DT and 2∈Rd
K |2|2¿ aij2i2j¿K−1|2|2;





|aij(t; x)− aij(s; x)|= 0;
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(iii) the following norms are 4nite: |a|#;∞;OT ; |bi|#;∞;OT ; |c|#;∞;OT ; |h|1+#;∞;OT ,
|f|(#);p;OT ; |g|(1+#);p;OT ,
(iv) g(t; x) = 0 P-a.s. for each (t; x)∈ [0; T ]× @O.
Then there exits a unique solution u∈ S(2+#);p(OT ) of (1). Moreover,
|u|(2+#);p;OT 6C(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT );
and for all v∈ (0; T )
|u(·+ v; ·)− u(·; ·)|(1+#);p;OT−v6Cv1=4(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT ):
where the constant C depends only on K; #; p; d; T and the constant bounding
the norms |a|#;∞; |bi|#;∞; |c|#;∞; |h|1+#;∞.
The proof of the theorem will be given in the last section. Notice that assumption
(iv) is satisIed in example (2).
3. Auxiliary estimates
In this section we derive some estimates for singular integrals and the fundamental
solution of the heat equation, which will be frequently used in the next section.
The following lemma is proved in [13].
Lemma 3. Let W be a cylindrical Wiener process in a separable Hilbert space Y,
(3s) be a measurable family of -4nite measures on a measurable space (A;A) and
let f; g be Y -valued Ft⊗A-adapted functions on [0; T ]×$×A such that the integrals∫ T
0 |
∫




A |f(s; a)|Y |3s|(da) ds are 4nite P-a.s.


















































where the constant C depends on # only.
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|z|−d|xd − zd|#−1 dz6C41−#;
where C = C(#; d).




















|z|1−d|xd − zd|#−1 dz +
∫
|z|6|xd−zd|64










































|xd − zd|#−1|zd|−1 dzd6C4#−1;
where the constants C depend on d and # only.
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Remark 6. Later the following simple estimate will be used frequently. For each
n¿d−1 there is a constant C = C(n) such that for all r ¿ 0,∫
Rd−1
dy′
(|x′ − y′|2 + r2)n=2 = Cr
d−1−n: (4)
Also, we will need the following estimates of the Irst derivative of the functions
on OT .
Lemma 7. Let #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2. Then
(i) there is a constant C such that for all u∈ S2+#;p(OT )
[@u]#;p;OT 6C(|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT + |u|0;p;OT );
(ii) for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9 such that for all u∈ S2+#;p(OT )
|@u|0;p;OT 6 9|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT + C9|u|0;p;OT ;
(iii) for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9 such that for all u∈ S2+#;p(OT ); ’∈C1(Rd)
[d@iu]#;p;OT 6 9|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT + C9|u|0;p:OT ;
[/@iu’]#;p;OT 6 9(|/@2u’|0;p;OT + |@u’|0;p;OT + |/@iu@’|0;p;OT ) + C9|/@u’|0;p:OT :
Proof. (i) Fix x; y∈O. Assume that d(x)¿d(y). The following two cases are
possible:
(a) |x − y|6d(y); (b) |x − y|¿d(y).
In the Irst case we have by Minkowsky inequality,
|@iu(t; x)− @iu(t; y)|p6
∫ 1
0
|@2u(t; y + =(x − y))|p d=|x − y|




[(yd + =(xd − yd)) ∧ 1]1−#
|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT
6





(1− =)1−# |x − y|
#|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT (5)
In the second case, obviously,
2|x − y|¿ |x − y|+ d(y)¿ |x − (y′; 0)| − /(y) + d(y)¿d(x):
Therefore,
|x − y|¿max{|x′ − y′|; d(x)=2; d(y)}:
Let |x − y|6 1=2. Then
|@iu(t; x)− @iu(t; y)|p|x − y|−#
6 2|@iu(t; x)− @iu(t; x′; 0)|px−#d + |@iu(t; y)− @iu(t; y′; 0)|py−#d
+ |@iu(t; x′; 0)− @iu(t; y′; 0)|p|x′ − y′|−#: (6)
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Now as in (5)
|@iu(t; x)− @iu(t; x′; 0)|p6
∫ 1
0
|@2idu(t; x′; =xd)| d=xd
6Cx#d|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT ;
and, similarly,
|@iu(t; y)− @iu(t; y′; 0)|p6Cy#d|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT :
To estimate the last term in (6), we use the inequality
|@iu(t; x′; 0)− @iu(t; y′; 0)|p6 |@iu(t; x′; 0)− @iu(t; x′; |x′ − y′|=2)|p
+ |@iu(t; y′; 0)− @iu(t; y′; |x′ − y′|=2)|p
+ |@iu(t; x′; |x′ − y′|=2)− @iu(t; y′; |x′ − y′|=2)
and the same arguments as above. Thus
[@u]#;p;OT 6C(|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT + |@u|0;p;OT ):
As it is well known, for reach 6¿ 0 there is a constant C6 such that
|@u|0;p;OT 6 6[@u]#;p;OT + C6|u|0;p;OT :
So, the inequality of assertion (i) follows.
(ii) For each (t; x)∈OT and 4¿ 0 we have P-a.s.
@iu(t; x) =
∫
[@iu(t; x)− @iu(t; y)]’4(y) dy +
∫
@iu(t; y)’4(x − y) dy;
where ’4 ∈C∞0 (Rd) is a non-negative function such that ’4(x) = 0, if |x|¿ 4,
and
∫
’4 dx = 1. Integrating by parts and applying the Minkowsky inequality, we
get
|@iu(t; x)|p6 4#[@iu]#;p;OT + C4|u|0;p;OT ;
and assertion (ii) follows by (i).
(iii) By the standard interpolation inequalities, for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9
such that
[d@iu]#;p;OT 6 9(|d@2u|0;p;OT + |@u|0;p;OT ) + C9|d@u|0;p:OT :
Also, for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9 such that
[/@iu’]#;p;OT 6 9(|/@2u’|0;p;OT + |@u’|0;p;OT + |/@iu@’|0;p;OT ) + C9|/@u’|0;p:OT
So, (iii) follows.
Remark 8. Notice that N#;p∗ (OT ; Y )⊆N#;p(OT ; Y ); and Sm+#;p∗ (OT ; Y )⊆ Sm+#;p(OT ; Y )
and the embeddings are continuous.
We will need some estimates for singular stochastic integrals. Assume we are given
two deterministic measurable functions H (m)t; s (x); m = 1; 2; s¡ t; x∈Rd. For a Ixed
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#∈ (0; 1) we will need the following assumptions A(m) (m= 1; 2; ):
(a) for all t∫ t
0
(∫
|H (m)t; s (y)|(|y|# ∧ 1) dy
)m
ds¡∞;
(b) there is a constant C1 such that for all t; x(∫ t
0
|H (m)t; s (x)|m ds
)1=m
6C1|x|−d;
(c) there is a constant C2 such that for all t; x(∫ t
0
|@xH (m)t; s (x)|m ds
)1=m
6C2|x|−d−1;









Let O˜={x=(x1; : : : ; xd) : xd = 0}. Denote N˜ #;p∗ (O˜T ) (resp. N˜ #;p∗ (O˜T ; Y )) the set of all
f∈N#;p∗ (O˜T ) (resp. N#;p∗ (O˜T ; Y )) which are symmetric with respect to {y :yd=0}. If
A(m) is satisIed, we can deIne the operatorHm on N˜ #;p∗ (O˜T ), if m=1; or N˜
#;p
∗ (O˜T ; Y ),











H (1)t; s (x




s if m= 1;
Ws if m= 2:















H (1)t; s (x




for all f∈ N˜ #;p∗ (O˜T ), if m= 1, f∈N#;p∗ (D˜T ; Y ), if m= 2, and g∈N#;p∗ (OT ).
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H (m)t; s (x − y)(f(s; y)− f(s; x)) dy dBms = I1(t; x) + I2(t; x);
where





H (m)t; s (x − y)[/(y)f(s; y)− /(x)f(s; x)] dy dBms ;





H (m)t; s (x − y)[/(x)− /(y)]f(s; y) dy dBms :

















|H (m)t; s (x − y)|m ds
)1=m






















|H (m)t; s (x − y)|m ds
)1=m










H (1)t; s (x



































and the statement follows.
Lemma 10. Let A(m); m = 1; 2 be satis4ed. Then Kg;Hmf∈N#;p∗ (OT ); m = 1; 2,
and there is a constant C independent of T such that
|Hmf|∗(#);p;OT 6C(C1 + C2 + C3)|f|∗(#);p;D˜T ;
|Kg|∗(#);p;OT 6C(C1 + C2)|g|∗(#);p;D˜T ;
Proof. (1) Estimate of |/1−#Hmf|0;p;OT and |/1−#Kf|0;p;OT . We rewrite







H (m)t; s (x − y)(f(s; y)− f(s; x)) dy dBms :
We have by Lemma that
|I1(t; x)|p6CC1/(x)#−1[/f]#;p;OT :
Obviously,
























|x − y|−d/#−1(y) dy
6CC1/#−1(x)|/1−#f|0;p;OT








H (m)t; s (x − y) dy
∣∣∣∣∣ ds
6CC3/#−1(x)|/1−#f|0;p;OT :
The estimate for Kg follows from Lemma 9.
(2) Estimate of [H1f](#);p;OT . Fix any x; Jx; t. Then











H (m)t; s (x − y)(/(x)− /(y))f(s; y) dy dBms :
It follows immediately form Lemma 3 in Mikulevicius (2000), that
|A1(t; x)− A1(t; Jx)|p6C(C1 + C2 + C3)|x − Jx|#[/f]#;p;T :
Writing 4= |x − Jx|; 2= 1=2(x + Jx), we consequently obtain by subtraction









































|H (m)t; s (x − y)|m ds
}1=m




|x − y)|−d+1/(y)#−1 dy6CC14#|/1−#f|0;p;OT :
The same estimate holds for I2.
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If xˆ is an arbitrary point on the segment joining x and Jx and |2 − y|¿ 4, then
3
2 |2− y|¿ |xˆ − y|¿ 12 |2− y|.






















| Jx − y‖@xH (m)t; s (r Jx + (1− r)x − y)|








|@xH (1)t; s (r Jx + (1− r)x − y)|m ds
)1=m




|2− y|−d/(y)#−1 dy6CC24#|/1−#f|0;p;OT :
(3) Estimate of [Kg](#);p;OT . Assume /(x)¿ /( Jx). The two cases are possible:
(i) 46 /( Jx),
(ii) 4¿/( Jx).
Consider the case (i). We have
/(x)Kg(t; x)− /( Jx)Kg(t; Jx) = I1(t; x)− I1(t; Jx) + I2 + I3;
where





Ht; s(x; y)g(s; y) dy ds;











[Ht;s(x; y)− Ht;s( Jx; y)]/( Jx)g(s; y) dy ds:






(|x′ − y′|2 + (xd + yd)2)−d=2























∣∣∣∣∣ @H (1)t; s ( Jx′ + r((x′ − Jx′)− y′; Jxd








(| Jx′ + r((x′ − Jx′)− y′|2









( Jxd + =(xd − Jxd) + yd)2 dyd d=
6CC24#|/1−#g|0;p;OT ;
Consider now the case (ii). In this case 4¿ 4−1(/(x) + /( Jx)), and for
/(x)Kg(t; x)− /( Jx)Kg(t; Jx) = J (t; x)− J (t; Jx);














Hence the statement is proved.
3.1. Inequalities for the fundamental solution of heat equation






where a=(aijt ); t ∈ (0; T ) is a measurable non-negative symmetric matrix and 	¿ 0. It
will be assumed that there exists a constant K ¿ 0 such that
K |2|2¿ aijt 2i2j¿K−1|2|2 ∀2= (21; : : : ; 2d)∈Rd: (8)
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exp{−1=2(A−1t; s x; x)− 	(t − s)}; s¡ t;















Remark 11. Let (8) be satisIed. Then
(a) for k¿ 0 there exists a constant C = C(K; k; m; d) such that for each t ¿ s; x
|@kG	t; s(x)|6C(t − s)−(d+k)=2 exp{−c|x|2=(t − s)}: (9)
(b) for k = 0; 1 there exists a constant C = C(	0; K; k; m; d) such that for each




(r − s)−(d+k+2)=2 exp{−c|x|2=(r − s)} dr
6C|x|−(d+k)(Fk(|x|=
√
t − s)− Fk(|x|=
√





Remark 12. Let (8) hold. Then
(a) for k¿ 0; m¿ 1; m(d+ k)¿ 2 there exist a constant C = C(	0; K; k; m; d) such










(b) It was proved in Mikulevicius (2000) (see Remark 2 there) that for k = 0; 1
there exists a constant C = C(K; k; m; d) such that for each s¡ t; h¿ 0∫ t
0
|@kBht; s(x)|m ds6Cmin{|x|−(d+k)m+1h1=2; |x|−m(d+k)h}: (12)
Lemma 13 (see Lemma 4 in Mikulevicius (2000)). Let (8) hold. Then
(a) for m¿ 0; k¿ (2=m+ 1− d)∨ 1; ?∈ (0; 1) there exist C =C(K; k; ?; m; d) such
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(b) for m= 1; 2; k = 0; 1; ?∈ (0; 1) there exist C =C(	0; K; k; ?; m; d) such that for



















4. Basic Cauchy–Dirichlet problem in half-space
In this section we consider the Cauchy–Dirichlet problem
@tu= 12 a
ij
t @iju− 	u+ f + gW˙ in OT ;
u(t; x′; 0) = 0; (t; x′)∈Rd−1T ;
u(0; x) = 0; x∈O; (15)
where aijt are deterministic bounded measurable functions on [0; T ], the matrix at =
(aijt ) is symmetric and non-negative for all t; 	¿ 0 is a constant, f∈Bploc(OT ), and
g∈Bploc( JOT ). Given x = (x1; : : : ; xd), we denote x′ = (x1; : : : ; xd−1).
Recall that a function u∈C2;p(OT ) ∩ C0;p( JOT ) is a solution of (15) if for each














g(s; x) dWs (16)
and for each (t; x′)∈Rd−1T ; u(t; x′; 0) = 0 P-a.s.
Throughout this section we assume that the following conditions hold.
(A1) There exist a constant K ¿ 0 such that for all t ∈ [0; T ] and 2∈Rd
K |2|2¿ aijt 2i2j¿K−1|2|2:
(A2) For all t ∈ [0; T ] and i = d
aidt = 0:
First, we derive some representation formulas for solutions of (15), using the kernel
G	t; s(x) introduced above.
DeIne a new kernel
JG	t; s(x; y) = G
	
t; s(x
′ − y′; xd − yd)− G	t; s(x′ − y′; xd + yd): (17)
Obviously, for all x; y∈O and s¡ t
JG	t; s(x; y) = JG
	
t; s(y; x)¿ 0:
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t; s(x)− 	G	t; s(x); dt-a:e:;
@sG	t; s(x) =− 12 aijt @2ijG	t; s(x) + 	G	t; s(x); ds-a:e:; (18)
which imply







JG	t; s(x; y)− 	 JG	t; s(x; y); dt-a:e:;
@s JG	t; s(x; y) =− 12 aijt @2yiyj JG	t; s(x; y) + 	 JG	t; s(x; y); ds-a:e: (19)
It does not matter here whether we di4erentiate two times in x or in y.
Remark 14. If (A2) holds, then
JG	t; s(x; y)|yd=0 = JG	t; s(x; y)|xd=0 = 0: (20)










JG	t; s(x; y)|g(s; y)| dy
)2
ds¡∞:
P-a.s. Let u∈C2;p(OT ) ∩ C0;p( JOT ) be a solution of (15) such that uniformly on
compact subsets of Rd−1
9 sup
06t6T
|u(t; x′; 9)|p → 0;
as 9 → 0.











JG	t; s(x; y)g(s; y) dy dWs: (21)
Proof. Fix (t; x)∈OT . Let a function ’∈C∞0 (Rd) be such that ’(x)=1 and @d’(y′; 0)
= 0 for each y′ ∈Rd−1. Denote
Fr(t; x; y) =
∫ r
0
JG	t; s(x; y)f(s; y)’(y) dy ds+
∫ r
0
JG	t; s(x; y)g(s; y)’(y) dyW˙ s ds:
Applying the Ito formula to JG	t; r(x; y)u(r; y)’(y) and using (19), together with the
initial condition u(0; y) = 0, we have for each s¡ t and y∈O P-a.s.




{@s JG	t; s(x; y)u(s; y) + JG	t; s(x; y)[ 12 aijs @2iju(s; y)− 	u(s; y)]}’(y) ds
















aijs {@yj [(@iu(s; y) JG	t; s(x; y)− u(s; y)@yi JG	t; s(x; y))’(y)]
− @yi( JG	t; s(x; y)u(s; y)@j’(y)) + u(s; y)[2@yi JG	t; s(x; y)@j’(y)
+ JG	t; s(x; y)@
2
ij’(y)]} ds:
Integrating this equality with respect to y on {y :yd¿ 9} we obtain for each r ¡ t P-a.s.∫
yd¿9
JG	t; r(x; y)u(r; y)’(y) dy −
∫
yd¿9








aijs u(s; y)[2@yi JG
	












{[(@du(s; y′; 9) JG	t; s(x; y′; 9)− u(s; y′; 9)@yd JG	t; s(x; y′; 9)]’(y′; 9)
− JG	t; s(x; y′; 9)u(s; y′; 9)@d’(y′; 9)}adds dy′ ds:
The same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4 of Mikulevicius (2000) (see the proof









JG	t; s(x; y)g(s; y)’(y) dWs dy:
Interchanging the integrals and passing to the limit as 9 → 0, we have P-a.s.∫
O























t; s(x; y)@iu(r; y)− @yi JG	t; s(x; y)u(r; y)]@j’(y) dy ds:




















aijs u(s; y)[2@yi JG
	




ij’(y)] dy ds: (22)
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Let a function C∈C∞0 (Rd) be such that 06C6 1; C(y) = 1, if |y|6 1, C(y) = 0, if
|y|¿ 2. Denote ’9(y)=C(9y). Replacing ’ by ’9 with 96 |x|−1 in (22) and passing
to the limit as 9 → 0, we obtain the statement of the theorem.
Corollary 16. Under the assumptions of Theorem 15, the problem (15) has at most




|u(t; x′; 9)|p → 0;
as 9 → 0.
Further we shall use another representation of a solution to (15) based on the
extended functions f and g. Introduce the functions
f∗(t; x) =
{
f(t; x); xd¿ 0;
f(t; x′;−xd); xd ¡ 0;
g∗(t; x) =
{
g(t; x); xd¿ 0;




















G	t; s(x − y)g∗(s; y) dy dWs:






















G	t; s(x − y)g(s; y′; 0) dy dWs:
This implies the following corollary of Theorem 15.
Corollary 17. Let g(t; x′; 0) = 0 P-a.s. for each (t; x′)∈Rd−1T .
Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 15, a solution u∈C2;p(OT ) ∩ C0;p( JOT )
to (15) such that uniformly on compact subsets of Rd−1
9 sup
06t6T
|u(t; x′; 9)|p → 0;
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as 9 → 0, can be represented as
u(t; x) = R	f∗(t; x)− 2Rˆ	f(t; x) + R˜	g∗(t; x)
P-a.s. in OT .
Further we shall consider the regularity properties of the functions R	f∗; Rˆ	f and
R˜	g∗.
Lemma 18. Let (A1), (A2) hold, #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; f∈Bploc(OT ); |d1−#f|0;p;OT ¡∞
and g∈Bp( JOT ; Y ).
Then
|R	f∗|0;p;OT + |Rˆ	f|0;p;OT 6C{(	−1 + 	−(#+1)=2) ∧ (T + T (#+1)=2)}|d1−#f|0;p;OT ;
|R˜	g∗|0;p;OT 6C(	−1=2 ∧ T 1=2)|g|0;p;OT ;
where C = C(K; d; #).
Proof. Applying Lemma 3 with 3s(dy) = G	t; s(x − y)d#−1(y) dy; G	t; s(x′ − y′;
























By Remark 11, we have∫
G	t; s(x − y)d#−1(y) dy
6Ce−	(t−s)
[







6Ce−	(t−s)[1 + (t − s)(#−1)=2];
where the constants C; c depend only on K; d; #. A similar estimate holds for∫
Rd
G	t; s(x
′ − y′; xd + yd)d#−1(y) dy;
and the Irst inequality of the statement follows. Noting that∫
G	t; s(x − y) dy6Ce−	(t−s)
with C = C(K; d), we derive the second inequality of our statement.
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Lemma 19. Let #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; f∈N#;p∗ (OT ), and g∈ S1+#;p(OT ; Y ).





@kG	t; s(x − y)f∗(s; y) dy ds;












@kG	t; s(x − y)g∗(s; y) dy dWs:
Proof. For r ¡ t we deIne




G	t; s(x − y)f∗(s; y) dy ds;






′ − y′; xd + yd)f(s; y) dy ds;




G	t; s(x − y)g∗(s; y) dy dWs:
By virtue of the estimates (9) for each k¿ 0,




@kG	t; s(x − y)f∗(s; y) dy ds;






′ − y′; xd + yd)f(s; y) dy ds;




@kG	t; s(x − y)g∗(s; y) dy dWs:
Obviously, for all i; j and k¿ 1




@kG	t; s(x − y)[f∗(s; y)− f∗(s; x)] dy ds;




@iG	t; s(x − y)[@jg∗(s; y)− @jg∗(s; x)] dy dWs;
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Consider




@kG	t; s(x − y)[f∗(s; y)− f∗(s; x)] dy ds;






′ − y′; xd + yd)f(s; y) dy ds;




@iG	t; s(x − y)[@jg∗(s; y)− @jg∗(s; x)] dy dWs;
and




G	t; s(x − y)[@jg∗(s; y)− @jg∗(s; x)] dy dWs:
Since













t; s(x − y)[/(y)− /(x)]f∗(s; y) dy ds;
































@iG	t; s(x − y)[/(y)− /(x)]@jg∗(s; y) dy dWs:
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Decomposing and estimating similarly, we obtain
|/(x)B˜j(t; r; x)|p6C(t − r)(#+1)=2:





















k+1−#−3 exp{−cs2} ds → 0, as b →∞.
Using the estimates (9), it is easy to prove that
|A(t; r; x)− R	f∗(t; x)|p; |Aˆ(t; r; x)− Rˆ	f(t; x)|p; |A˜(t; r; x)− R˜	g∗(t; x)|p
tend to zero uniformly in O, as r → t. Moreover, for each 9¿ 0; xd¿ 9
|@2ijA(t; r; x)− Bij(t; 0; x)|p6 |Bij(t; r; x)|p6C(t − r)#=2;
|@2ijA˜(t; r; x)− B˜ij(t; 0; x)|p6 |B˜ij(t; r; x)|p6C(t − r)#=2;
|@2ijAˆ(t; r; x)− Bˆij(t; 0; x)|p6 |Bˆij(t; r; x)|p6CF(9=
√
t − r):
Thus R	f∗; Rˆ	f; R˜	g∈C2;p(OT ) and we have the equalities of the statement for k =
0; 2. Similar estimates hold for the Irst derivatives. This implies the statement of the
lemma.
Lemma 20. Let #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; f∈N#;p∗ (OT ), and g∈ S1+#;p∗ (OT ; Y ).
Then R	f∗; Rˆ	f; R˜	g∗ ∈ S2+#∗ (OT ) and
|R	f∗|0;p;OT + |Rˆ	f|0;p;OT6C{(	−1 +	−(#+1)=2)∧ (T +T (#+1)=2)}|d1−#f|0;p;OT ;
|R˜	g∗|0;p;OT 6C(	−1=2 ∧ T 1=2)|g|0;p;OT ;
|@2ijR	f∗|∗(#);p;OT + |@2ijRˆ	f|∗(#);p;OT 6C|f|∗(#);p;OT ;
|@2ijR˜	g∗|∗(#);pOT 6C|@g|∗(#);p;OT ;
where C = C(K; #; d).
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@iG	t; s(x − y)[@jg∗(s; y)− @jg∗(s; x)] dy ds:
Now the statement follows by Lemmas 10 and 18.
The following statement regards a regularity of R	f∗; Rˆ	f; R˜	g∗ in time variable.
Lemma 21. Let #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; f∈N#;p∗ (OT ), and g∈ S1+#;p∗ (OT ; Y ).
Then there exists a constant C = C(	; K; #; T ) such that for each v∈ (0; T )
|R	f∗(·+ v; ·)− R	f∗(·; ·)|∗(1+#);p;OT−v + |R˜	g∗(·+ v; ·)− R˜	g∗(·; ·)|∗(1+#);p;OT−v
+ |Rˆ	f(·+ v; ·)− Rˆ	f(·; ·)|∗(1+#);p;OT−v6Cv1=4(|f|∗(#);p;T + |g|∗(1+#);p;T ):
Proof. Since R	f∗=e−	tR0f∗; Rˆ	f=e−	tRˆ0f; R˜	g∗=e−	tR˜0g∗, it is enough to consider
the case 	= 0. We have










G0t+v; s(x − y)f∗(s; y) dy ds
=A1(t; x) + A2(t; x):














Using (9) we obtain as in Lemma 18 that
|A2(t; x)|p6Cv(1+#)=2|/1−#f|0;p;OT :
Obviously, by (12) the same estimate holds for Rˆ0f. Similarly,





[G0t+v; s(x − y)− G0t; s(x − y)]g∗(s; y) dy dWs





G0t+v; s(x − y)g∗(s; y) dy dWs
= A˜1(t; x) + A˜2(t; x):





















6C|g|0;p;OT (v1=4 + v)6Cv1=4|g|0;p;OT ;
and obviously,
|A˜2(t; x)|p6 cv1=2|g|0;p;OT :
In order to estimate the Irst-order derivatives, we use the representations of @R0f∗;
@Rˆ0f; @R˜0g∗ given by Lemma 19. According to it










@G0t+v; s(x−y)(f∗(s; y)−f∗(s; x)) dy ds= B1(t; x) + B2(t; x);
and












@G0t+v; s(x − y)f(s; y) dy ds= Bˆ1(t; x) + Bˆ2(t; x);
Also by Lemma 19,
















= B˜1(t; x) + B˜2(t; x) + B˜3(t; x):
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(t + v− s)−(2−m)=2 ds
6C|x|−m(d+k)+2−mvm=2: (23)






















(t + v− s)−mk=2 ds6Cv1−km=2: (24)






and the statement is proved.
Now we prove that the formula for u given in Theorem 15 deInes a solution
of (15).
Theorem 22. Let (A1) and (A2) hold, #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; f∈N#;p∗ (OT ); g∈ S1+#;p∗












JG	t; s(x; y)g(s; y) dy dWs
= R	f∗(t; x)− 2Rˆ	f(t; x) + R˜	g∗(t; x)
is a solution of (15) in the class S2+#∗ (OT ).
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Proof. By (20) the boundary condition is satisIed: u(t; x′; 0)=0 P-a.s. for all (t; x)∈OT .
There exists a sequence of functions En ∈C∞0 (O) such that En→ 1, as n→∞. Let
fn = fEn; gn = gEn, and
un(t; x) = R	f∗n (t; x)− 2Rˆ	fn(t; x) + R˜	g∗n(t; x):















gn(s; x)’(x) dx dWs: (25)
Letting n →∞, we obtain the same equality for u; f and g. Now the statement follows
by Lemmas 18–20.
Lemma 23. Assume (A1) holds and aij do not depend on t. Let #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2;
f∈N#;p∗ (OT ), and g∈ S1+#;p∗ (OT ; Y ). Let g(t; x′; 0) = 0 P-a.s. for each (t; x′)∈Rd−1T .
Then (15) has a unique solution u∈ S2+#;p∗ (OT ).
Moreover, for all f∈N#;p∗ (OT ) and g∈ S1+#;p∗ (OT ; Y ),
|u|∗(2+#);p;OT 6C0(|f|∗(#);p;OT + |g|∗(1+#);p;OT );
where the constant C0 = C0(T; #; K; d) is continuous and increasing in T. Also,
|u|0;p;OT 6N (|f|∗(#);p;OT + |g|0;p;OT );
where the constant N = N (#; K; d; 	) tends to zero as 	 →∞.
Proof. According to Gilbarg and Trudinger (1983) (see the proof of Lemma 6.1),
there is an orthogonal matrix P such that the matrix
a˜= (a˜ij) = PtaP
is diagonal and its diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of a= (aij), and P maps O
onto O. Setting u˜(t; Px) = u(t; x); f˜(t; Px) = f(t; x); g˜(t; Px) = g(t; x), we have
@tu˜= 12 a˜
ij@iju˜− 	u˜+ f˜ + g˜W˙ in OT ;
u˜(t; x′; 0) = 0; (t; x′)∈Rd−1T ;
u˜(0; x) = 0; x∈O:
Since P is a distance preserving matrix, the statement obviously follows by Lemmas
19 and 20.
Now we prove the basic apriori estimate.
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Lemma 24. Assume (A1) holds, #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; f∈N#;p∗ (OT ); g∈ S1+#;p∗ (OT ; Y ) and
lim sup
|t−s|→0
C0|at − as|¡ 1=2:
Let g(t; x′; 0) = 0 P-a.s. for each (t; x′)∈Rd−1T . Let u∈ S2+#;p∗ be a solution of (15).
Then there is a constant C1 = C1(T; K; d; #) such that
|u|∗(2+#);p;OT 6C1(|f|∗(#);p;OT + |g|∗(1+#);p;OT ):
Proof. (1) First, we consider the case 	 = 0. Fix 4¿ 0 and n = 1; 2; : : :, such that
C0|at − as|¡ 1=2, if |t − s|6 4, and T=n6 4. Let tk = kT=n; k = 0; 1; : : : ; n. For each
k ¡n, we consider
uk(t; x) =
{
u(t; x)− u(tk ; x) if t ¿ tk ;
0 if t6 tk :
Obviously, uk satisIes the equation





k + f˜k + gkW˙ in Otk+1 ;
uk(t; x′; 0) = 0; Rd−1tk+1 ;
uk(0; x) = 0; x∈O;
where




iju(tk ; ·)1[tk ;T ] + 12 (aijt − aijtk )@2ijuk ;
fk = 1[tk ;T ]f; g
k = 1[tk ;T ]g:
By Lemma 23, we have
|uk |∗(2+#);p;Otk+1 6C(|f
k |∗(#);p;Otk+1 + |g




and the statement follows in the case 	= 0.
(2) Let 	¿ 0. Denote f˜(t; x) = e	tf(t; x) and g˜(t; x) = e	tg(t; x). Then u(t; x) =






	tf + e	tgW˙ in OT ;
u˜(t; x′; 0) = 0; (t; x′)∈Rd−1T ;
u˜(0; x) = 0; x∈O: (26)
Applying the statement for 	=0 and arbitrary interval [0; t]; t6T , we obtain for each
t6T
|u˜|∗(2+#);p;Ot6C(T; K; d; #)(|f˜|∗(#);p;Ot + |g˜|∗(1+#);p;Ot ):
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Therefore, for each t6T
sup
x∈O




|/(x)@2u(t; x)− /(y)@2u(t; y)|p
|x − y|#
6 e−	t |u˜|∗(2+#);p;Ot6C1(T; K; d; #)e−	t(|f˜|∗(#);p;Ot + |g˜|∗(1+#);p;Ot )
6C1(T; K; d; #)(|f|∗(#);p;Ot + |g|∗(1+#);p;Ot );
and the statement follows for 	¿ 0.
At the end of this section we recall some results proved in Mikulevicius (2000) (see





iju− 	u+ f + gW˙ in RdT ;
u(0; x) = 0 in Rd: (27)
Theorem 25 (see Theorem 10 and Lemma 11 in Mikulevicius (2000)). Let (A1) hold,
f∈C#;p(RdT ); g∈C1+#;p(RdT ; Y ); p¿ 2; #∈ (0; 1). Then the function
u(t; x) = R	f(t; x) + R˜	g(t; x)
is a unique solution to (27) in the class C2+#;p(RdT ). Moreover, there exists a constant
C (not depending on f; g; 	) such that
|u|2+#;p;RdT 6C(|f|#;p;RdT + |g|1+#;p;RdT );
|u|0;p;RdT 6C(	
−1 + 	−1=2)(|f|0;p;RdT + |g|0;p;RdT ):
5. Schauder apriori estimates
In this section we derive Schauder apriori estimates for the Cauchy–Dirichlet problem
(1) and prove Theorem 2. We will use the standard localization arguments. Let a
non-negative function C∈C∞0 (Rd) be such that C(x) = 1, if |x|6 1, and C(x) = 0, if
|x|¿ 2. For z ∈Rd and 9¿ 0 introduce the function
Ez(x) = Ez;9(x) = C(9−1(z − x)):
Let #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; 9¿ 0; u∈ S2+#;p(DT ). Denote
uz(t; x) = uz;9(t; x) = u(t; x)Ez;9(x):
It is easy to verify that
|u|0;p;OT 6 sup
z
; |uz|0;p;DT ; (28)











Theorem 26. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be satis4ed, and let u∈ S2+#;p(OT )
be a solution to problem (1). Then
|u|(2+#);p;OT 6C(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT ); (31)
and for all v∈ (0; T )
|u(·+ v; ·)− u(·; ·)|∗(1+#);p;OT−v6Cv1=4(|f|∗(#);p;OT + |g|∗(1+#);p;OT ); (32)
where the constant C depends only on 	0; #; p; T and the constant bounding the norms
|a|#;∞;OT ; |bi|#;∞;OT ; |c|#;∞;OT ; |h|1+#;∞;OT .
Proof. (1) Let z ∈ JO; 9¿ 0, and uz = uEz = uEz;9. Then uz is a solution to the problem:
@tuz = 12 a
ij(t; z)@2iju
z − 	uz + Fz + GzW˙ ; in OT ;
uz(t; x) = 0; t ¿ 0; x∈ @O;









ij(t; z)− aij(t; x)]@2ijuz(t; x);
Fz1(t; x) = b
i(t; x)@iu(t; x)Ez(t; x)− aij(t; x)@iu(t; x)@jEz(x);
Fz2(t; x) = c(t; x)u(t; x)E
z(x)− aij(t; x)u(t; x)@2ijEz(x);
Fz3(t; x) = f(t; x)E
z(x);
and Gz = Gz1 + G
z
2,
Gz1(t; x) = h(t; x)u(t; x)E
z(x);
Gz2(t; x) = g(t; x)E
z(x):
Obviously,
Gz(t; x′; 0) = 0; (t; x′)∈Rd−1T :
(2) Suppose we have proved that for each z ∈ JO; 9∈ (0; 1=2)
|@2uz|(#);p;OT 6 9|@2uz|(#);p;OT + 9|@2u|(#);p;OT + C9(|f|(#);p;OT
+ |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ); (33)
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and
|uz|0;p;OT 6C′93(	)(|@2uz|(#);p;OT + |f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#):p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ); (34)
where the constants C9 and C′9 do not depend on 	. Assume 3(	) → 0, as 	 → ∞.
Then by (33), for each z ∈ JO and 9∈ (0; 1=2)
|@2uz|(#);p;OT 6 9(1− 9)−1|@2u|(#);p;OT + C9(1− 9)−1
×(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ):




6C9(1− 9)−1|@2u|(#);p;OT + C9[|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ];
where the constant C does not depend on 9 and 	, and the constant C9 does not depend
on 	. Choosing a suAciently small 9¿ 0 such that C9(1− 9)−16 1=2, we have
|@2u|(#);p;OT 6C(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT );
where the constant C does not depend on 	. This estimate together with (34) implies
that for each z ∈O
|uz|0;p;OT 6C3(	)(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#):p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ):
Choosing a suAciently large 	 such that C3(	)6 1=2 and using (28), we get the
assertion of the theorem for large 	, say 	¿ 60. This implies the estimate (31) for all
	¿ 0 because
u˜(t; x) = e−60tu(t; x)
is a solution to (1) with 	 replaced by 	+ 60.






|aij(t; z)− aij(t; z′; 0)|¡ 1
4
;
if |zd|6 40, where C1 is a constant from Lemma 24. In order to prove (33) and (34),
we consider two cases:
(i) d(z)6 40; (ii) d(z)¿40,
In addition, we always assume that
0¡96 40=4:
(3) We start with the case (i). In this case the function uz satisIes the equation
@tuz = 12a
ij(t; z′; 0)@2iju
z − 	uz + F˜z + GzW˙ ; in OT ;
uz(t; x′; 0) = 0; x′ ∈Rd−1T ;
uz(0; x) = 0; x∈O;
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where
F˜z(t; x) = Fz(t; x) + 12 [a
ij(t; z)− aij(t; z′; 0)]@2ijuz(t; x):
Therefore, according to Lemma 24, we have
|uz|(2+#);p;OT = |uz|∗(2+#);p;OT
6C1(|F˜z|∗(#);p;OT + |Gz|∗(1+#);p;OT )







|aij(t; z)− aij(t; z′; 0)‖@2ijuz|(#);p;OT
+C1(|Fz|(#);p;OT + |Gz|(1+#);p;OT ): (35)




#[d@2uz]#;p;OT + |d@2uz|0;p;OT ):
Since
|d@2uz|0;p;OT 6 |/@2uz|0;p;OT 6 |@2(/uz)|0;p;OT + |@uz|0;p;OT ;
for each 6¿ 0 there is a constant C6 such that
|d@2uz|0;p;OT 6 6[@2(/uz)]#;p;OT + C6|/uz|0:p;Ot + |@uz|0;p;OT
6 6[d@2uz]#;p;OT + 26[@u
z]#;p;OT + C6|duz|0:p;OT + |@uz|0;p;OT :
So, by Lemma 7, for each 9 there is a constant C9 such that
|Fz0|(#);p;OT 6C(9#|@2uz|(#);p;OT + C9|uz|0;p;OT ):





[dFz1]#;p;OT 6C9([d@u]#;p;OT + |@u|0;p;OT );
[dFz2]#;p;OT 6C9(|@u|0;p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ):
Thus, by Lemma 7, for each 4¿ 0 there is a constant C4 such that
|Fz1|(#);p;OT + |Fz2|(#);p;OT 6C9(4|d1−#@2u|o;p;OT + C4|u|0;p;OT ):
Obviously, for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9 such that
|Fz3|(#);p;OT 6C9|f|(#);p;OT :
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Since |h|(1+#);∞;OT ¡∞ and @Gz1 = @(hEz)u + hEz@u, we have that for each 9¿ 0
there is a constant C9 such that
|d1−#@Gz1|0;p;OT 6C9(|d1−#@u|0;p;OT + |u|0;p;OT );
[d@Gz1]#;p;OT 6C9([d@u]#;p;OT + |@u|0;p;OT ):
By Lemma 7, for each 4¿ 0 there is a constant C4 such that
|@Gz1|(#);p;OT 6C9(4|d1−#@2u|0;p;OT + C4|u|0;p;OT ):
Obviously,
|@Gz2|(#);p;OT 6C9|g|(1+#);p;OT :
So for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9 such that
|uz|(2+#);p;OT 6C9#|@2uz|(#);p;OT + 9|@2u|(#);p;OT
+C9(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ) (36)
for all z such that d(z)6 40. Also, since
@tuz = @tuz = 12 Su
z + 12 [a
ij(t; z)− 4ij]@2ijuz − 	uz + Fz + GzW˙ ; in OT ;
uz(t; x′; 0) = 0; (t; x′)∈Rd−1T ;
uz(0; x) = 0; x∈O;
by Lemma 18 and (36), for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9 so that
|uz|0;p;OT 6C9(	−(1+#)=2 + 	−1)[|u|(2+#);p;OT + |uz|(2+#);p;OT
+ |f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ]: (37)
(4) Now, consider the case (ii): d(z)¿40: We notice that there are two constants
c1 = c1(40) and c2 so that
c1|v|(#);p;OT 6 |v|#;p;OT 6 c2|v|(#);p;OT : (38)
for every function v∈N#;p(OT ) such that v(t; x) = 0, if xd ¿40=2. The function uz;
extended by zero, is a solution to the Cauchy problem
@tuz = 12 a
ij(t; z)@2iju
z − 	uz + Fz + GzW˙ ; in RdT ;
uz(0; x) = 0; x∈Rd:





1 (|Fz|#;p;RdT + |G
z|1+#;p;RdT )
6C2c−11 c2(|Fz|(#);p;RdT + |G
z|(1+#);p;RdT ):
Estimating as in the case (i), we conclude that for each 9¿ 0 there is a constant C9
such that
|uz|(2+#);p;OT 6 C˜9#|@2uz|(#);p;OT + (9=4)|@2u|(#);p;OT
+C9(|f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ); (39)
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and
|uz|0;p;OT 6C9(	−1=2 + 	−1)[|u|(2+#);p;OT + |uz|(2+#);p;OT
+ |f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT + |u|0;p;OT ]: (40)
for all z such that d(z)¿ 40. The estimates (36), (37), (39), (40) imply (33), (34).
So, (31) follows.




ij − 4ij]@2iju− 	u+ f + (hu+ g)W˙ ; in OT ;
u(0; x) = 0; x∈O;
u(t; x) = 0; x∈ @O;
the estimate (32) follows easily by Lemma 21 and (31).
Now we prove the main result of the paper, Theorem 2, on the solvability of
Eq. (1) in weighted H+older spaces. First, we consider its partial case, Eq. (15).
Theorem 27. Let (A1), (A2) hold, #∈ (0; 1); p¿ 2; f∈N#;p(OT ), and g∈ S1+#;p












JG	t; s(x; y)g(s; y) dy dWs
= R	f∗(t; x)− 2Rˆ	f(t; x) + R˜	g∗(t; x)
is a solution of (15) in the class S2+#(OT ).
Proof. Let ’∈C∞0 (Rd−1) be such that 06’6 1; ’(x′)=1 if |x′|6 1, and ’(x′)=0
if |x′|¿ 2. Let  ∈C∞b (R) be such that 06  6 1,  (r) = 1 if r6 1, and  (r) = 0 if
r¿ 2. For n¿ 1 deIne




|x|?|d @?En(x)| → 0;
as n →∞, for all multiindices |?|¿ 0. Let











JG	t; s(x; y)gn(s; y) dy dWs:
For each n, fn ∈N#;p∗ (OT ); and g∈ S1+#;p∗ (OT ; Y ) and, according to Theorem 22, un is
the solution of (15) in S2+#∗ (OT ) ⊆ S2+#(OT ). It is easy to see that for each compact
subset K ⊆ JO
sup
t6T;x∈K
|un(t; x)− u(t:x)|p → 0; (41)
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Consider now the linear functionals given by
Fn(H; t; x) = EHun(t; x); F(H; t; x) = EHu(t; x);
where H ∈Lq($;F;P); q−1 +p−1 =1. According to (41) and (42), F(H; t; ·)∈C2(O);
t ∈ [0; T ], H ∈Lq($;F;P), and uniformly on compact subsets of OT
@kFn(H; t; x) = EH@kun(t; x)→ @kF(H; t; x); k = 1; 2;
as n →∞. Also, by (42) and Lemma 7, we have
sup
OT
|d1−#@2F(H; ·)|6 |H |q sup
n
|un|(2+#);p;OT ;





|@F(H; ·)|6C|H |q sup
n
|un|(2+#);p;OT :
These inequalities imply the existence of measurable adapted Lp($;F;P)-valued func-
tions uij(t; x); ui(t; x); i; j = 1; : : : ; d, such that
@2ijF(H; t; x) = Euij(t; x)H;
@iF(H; t; x) = Eui(t; x)H:
Therefore, by Taylor formula and (42), uij = @2iju; ui = @iu and u∈ S2+#;p(OT ).
On the other hand, for all n and ’∈C∞0 (O) equation (25) holds for un; fn; gn. Pass-
ing to the limit as n →∞, we obtain (25) for u; f; g, and the statement follows.
Using standard continuity arguments (see Theorem 5.2 in Gilbarg and Trudinger
(1983)) and following the proof of Theorem 19 in Mikulevicius (2000), we derive the
existence and uniqueness result for the Cauchy–Dirichlet problem (1).
5.1. Proof of the Theorem 2
Let Lu= 1=2aij@iju+ bi@iu+ cu− 	u;Mu= hu; ∈ [0; 1],
Lu= Lu+ (1− )Su;Mu= Mu;
where J is Laplacian in x. We introduce the space S˜2+#;p(OT ) of functions u∈ S2+#;p








where F ∈N#;p(OT ) and G ∈ S1+#;p(OT ; Y ). It is a Banach space with respect to the
norm
|u|∼(2+#);p = |u|(2+#);p;OT + |F |(#);p;OT + |G|(1+#);p;OT :
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Let V#;p be a Banach space of all pairs l = (f; g); f∈N#;p(OT ); g∈ S1+#;p(OT ; Y )
with the norm
|l|(#);p = |f|(#);p;OT + |g|(1+#);p;OT :







G(s; x) dWs → (F − Lu; G −Mu):
Obviously, for some constant C not depending on 
|Tu|(#);p6C|u|∼2+#;p:














(Lu+ (F − Lu)) ds+
∫ t
0
(Mu+ (G −Mu)) dWs:
By Theorem 26, there is a constant C not depending on  such that
|u|(2+#);p;OT 6C|Tu|(#);p
= C(|F − Lu|(#);p;OT + |G −Mu|(1+#);p;OT ): (44)
Thus
|u|∼2+#;p = |u|(2+#);p;OT + |F |(#);p;OT + |G|(1+#);p;OT 6 |u|(2+#);p;OT
+ |F − Lu|(#);p;OT + |G −Mu|(1+#);p;OT + |Lu|(#);p;OT + |Mu|(1+#);p;OT
6C(|u|(2+#);p;OT + |F − Lu|(#);p;OT + |G −Mu|(1+#);p;OT )
6C(|F − Lu|(#);p;OT + |G −Mu|(1+#);p;OT ) = C|Tu|(#);p;
and (43) follows. According to Theorems 15 and 27 T0 is an onto map. Now, by
Theorem 5.2 in Gilbarg and Trudinger (1983), all the T are onto maps and the state-
ment follows.
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